
Nebraska LB67 Opposition – the Debate that would have been instructive 

The format of formal testimony does not allow for debate and discussion. These are some 

counterpoints we would have offered:  

Fair Repair is too broad.  Fair Repair is written to address pervasive problems of unfair and deceptive 

contracts – regardless of product or industry.  If this covers too many industries—that is evidence 

that unfair contracts have become common, not that the legislation is too broad.  

Fair Repair interferes in free markets.  Monopolies are the opposite of a free market. Fair Repair will 

restore free market competition for the business of repair.  

Fair Repair would be fine if it didn’t apply to [Insert Product Type]. Clearly, the wider tenets of Fair 

Repair make sense to the lobbyists themselves, but they are being paid to kept their employer(s) 

exempt.  

Right to Repair should be done federally. We explored federal action long before pursuing state 

legislation. No less authority than the US Copyright Office itself instructed Congress that problems 

of limited repair are the result of contracts—which is the role of the states to address.  

Fair Repair preempts federal law. Fair Repair is carefully crafted to avoid all potential conflicts with 

federal laws and regulations. We followed the template of the auto industry statute in 

Massachusetts, which over the past 5 years has not been challenged on the basis of preemption.  

Fair Repair will risk exposure of IP or other “proprietary” rights. This is flatly untrue and cannot be 

true. Copyright and patent law remain intact. The requirement of Fair Repair is only to share the 

same information already  provided to selected repair entities on a basis that allows for 

competition.  

Consumers will be unsafe while using independently repaired equipment. If this were the case, then 

there should be some evidence of widespread safety problems connected to repair. We have dug 

for evidence, and found none. The CDC does not even have a category of injuries tracked based 

on repair.  

Fair Repair will remove any form of audit trail on repairs including recalls. There aren’t any 

mandates on consumers to keep any audit trail of repairs for any purpose including recalls. OEMS 

may want to keep their own records for their own reasons. When it comes to electronics, the 

product either works correctly as defined by executing all manufacturer-provided diagnostics, or 

it’s not fixed. Techs must have diagnostics for this reason. There are no electronic repair mysteries 

using this system.  

Buyers of used equipment will not know that repairs have been made. Hundreds of billions of dollars 

of used electronic equipment has been traded in the secondary market worldwide without any 

such requirement. For over 50 years, the standard for used transactions is to run diagnostics to 

confirm the unit is fully functional as part of the sales agreement.  Repair.org members 

ASCDI/NATD, UNEDA, IAMERS, and CBE tell us they need continued access to diagnostics for this 



purpose.  

Fair Repair will cause OEMs to face more product liability lawsuits. OEMS always disclaim 

responsibility for errors of use in their contracts to the maximum extent possible under state law. 

If a consumer makes a mistake and attempts to sue the manufacturer for harm, they must prove 

that the product itself was unsafe by design or manufacturing. It is OEMs that have caved to 

frivolous lawsuits that have made them attractive targets as deep pockets. Fair Repair does not 

alter their vulnerability, which is best resolved by tort reform.  

Fair Repair will cause environmental harm as farmers hack their emissions systems. Emissions 

standards set by the EPA are not altered by Fair Repair. Farmers and independent techs are not 

newly enabled by Fair Repair to violate EPA regulations, and bad actors who break emissions 

regulations would still be penalized under existing federal law. The same is true for all federal 

regulations in every industry. Regulations cannot be altered by state actions.  

Moreover, the Copyright Office has already provided precedent on this matter. In 2015, they ruled 

against manufacturers offering this concern and approved a DMCA exemption for automotive 

repair (including tractor repair). 

Fair Repair is unfair to those that pay a lot to be dealers or authorized repair providers. Fair Repair 

applies only to OEMs and not to distributors, retailers, or authorized repair providers. Owners of 

those businesses pay whatever that representation agreement demands. Independent repair 

providers also have costs of doing business that do not entitle them to any guarantee of a return 

on investment.  

Fair Repair will allow cyber-security breaches, particularly through diagnostics. Diagnostics are built 

by the manufacturer to make it possible for repair techs to easily locate physical problems that 

can be repaired. The tools provide physical status information, such as the heat of various parts or 

lack of connectivity to a particular part. The same can be done with a voltage tester, continuity 

tester, or an oscilloscope, but the diagnostic tools are far more efficient. None of this information 

is the least bit useful to hackers.  

Fair Repair requires OEMs to provide the same updates to safety and security defects to all 

customers, not just those with a pre-paid maintenance agreement. This is consistent with 

voluntary and involuntary recalls. This will make devices more , not less, resistant to cyber-attacks.  

OEMS themselves can themselves be hacked to distribute malicious code.  OEMs have also used 

their push-update functions to insert functions that consumers did not request, such as disabling 

printers using non-OEM ink (HP) or bricking the phones of consumers for having used 

independent glass repair (Apple).  Remote access works both ways -- and not all ways are 

benevolent.  

Brand image will be harmed by incompetent repair. Consumers have no obligation at all to help an 

OEM maintain an image. OEMs are asking for new rights to protect their image in the 



marketplace—at the expense of their customers.  

 

 

Opponent Testimony Notes:  March 9, 2017 

Home Appliance Manufacturers: Raised concern that repair techs might enter homes (common for 

cleaning ladies, carpenters, plumbers and babysitters without raising legislative alarm). They 

offered an example of independent or DIY repair being unsafe because of potential exploding 

magnetrons within a microwave (no one fixes a magnetron), security (unspecified), voiding of 

warranties (not allowed under federal law), cyber security (unspecified), recalls (not altered), and 

traceability of repairs made for recalls. (Consumers do not have to track recalls – OEMs do.)  

HVAC:  Explained that their industry already sells parts and diagnostics to contractors, as they are not 

in the repair business. They also explained that HVAC techs can get training at schools. They could 

have been neutral or absent.  

Comptia/CTA: Offered support for consumer repair, but objects to mandate for proprietary 

information (not required), IP (not impacted), and mandate parts pricing (ignoring the Fair and 

Reasonable tests laid out). Fair Repair will also weaken security (unspecified) and will apply to 

medical equipment (see below). Complained that the trade secrets disclaimer is weak. (We have 

repeatedly suggested to CompTIA and others that the trade secret definition and disclaimer can 

be improved if they would offer assistance. None has been forthcoming.)  

The comment about medical equipment is pure fear-mongering and betrays total ignorance of 

existing FDA regulatory requirements related to repair.  Hospital Administrators, biomedical and 

clinical engineering staff, and supervising physicians have total control of the suitability of the 

device to be returned for use in patient care.   Further, the FDA already mandates disclosure of 

documentation so that those responsible can confirm repairs are made correctly.  

ESA: Argues that there are 30 billion game consoles (fact) and all 3 makers of game consoles currently 

offer repair (only true if you accept that the OEM is the only choice). They offered that Fair Repair 

will harm the software sales industry (already well protected by US Copyright Law). We are well 

aware that our efforts to get exemptions to DRM for game consoles have been rebuffed, and LB67 

does not change DRM in any way.  

CTIA: Objects to government regulation of manufacturers and repair facilities (not specified) and 

mandates diagnostics & repair (yes) that changes their contractual relationship (not true).  They 

want training (which they do not offer) and vetting (by which entity?) of authorized repair to 

protect brand investment (Brand image is a marketing concept and the consumer does not have 

any obligation to care about brand image). CTIA also states that consumers already have choice (if 

one agrees that monopolized choices are choices) and complains about government interference. 

(despite monopolies being the antithesis of free markets.) 



CEA: Repeated the safety claim, the need for OEMs to control training quality (apparently ignoring 

that CompTIA already provides independent certifications) so that independent repair techs 

would not take short cuts or risks. (LB67 requires that manufacturers provide the information 

necessary for anyone to be trained on repair, and lack of information is one of the current 

problems leading to repair mistakes.) CEA offered the interesting observation that liability for 

independent repair is untested in the courts (true - even after decades of independent repair in all 

industries, leading us to believe there is no evidence of a problem) and that consumers would not 

know if their device had been repaired or not.  (This last point is incredibly offered by a trade 

association that knows the standard for repair of all digital electronics is full execution of OEM 

diagnostics—which is the only way any tech knows the device is fully repaired.)  

Nebraska Chamber of Commerce: Did not like the definition of an OEM and interpreted it to include 

retailers (not true). They chose to concern themselves with medical equipment (about which they 

are clearly ignorant) as evidence that the bill over-broad. (If unfair and deceptive contracts are 

over-broad we’d like to know which ones are acceptable.) 

NEDA & Titan Machinery:  Claimed Is not in opposition to independent repair and provides on-board 

diagnostics.   (demonstrably not broadly enough to allow for competition for repair). They raised 

the specter of unsafe use and emissions fraud accusing their customers of only wanting to screw 

up the environment. (Emissions regulations from the EPA are not changed by LB67). They 

attempted to mollify their customer base offering off-season PM (not repair) and the availability 

of extended warranties (extended service contracts are prepaid repair agreements, not altered by 

LB67). 

Landmark Implement: Explained that Keys (for DRM locks) are available through John Deere to 

independents (but clearly not to the extent that the Copyright Office allows).  They insisted that 

training is required to go with tools (ignoring that the farmer can decide for themselves how much 

training they want). They ask legislators to care that It costs Landmark $6000 per year per tech to 

Deere to keep up with training (a cost of doing business as an authorized partner). They then 

asserted that breaking code is not repair (again a copyright issue outside of LB67) and that they 

will be selling used equipment without knowing if the equipment had been modified. (Under 

LB67, Deere will be required to allow farmers to reset/reflash their electronics to factory 

original—currently impossible outside of the dealership and a principle of copyright law for this 

exact purpose under Section 117).  

Murphy Tractor & Construction: Insisted that diesels are not clean technology (true), that farmers 

need efficiency (true), and that all information is already available (not true). They want all 

regulations to continue to apply (they do) and then extrapolated that a repair tech would make 

terrible mistakes with the wrong software (not technically possible) and be unable to satisfy any 

liability judgements made against him/her. (Without any evidence that repair techs are creating 

new liability lawsuits for OEMs.)  

AEM: Objects to the widespread release of information to the unqualified (ignoring that farmers are 

the only party that gets to decide whom to trust for repair) and referring to standards for repair 



(that do not exist). They stated that repair done wrong can change safety features (seat belts?) 

and make the OEM newly liable for safety of use. (Safety of use is always disclaimed by OEMs in 

their sales documentation but apparently they want it back.) AEM also asserts that members 

already provide access to diagnostics (not to the same extent as to the OEM tech). They are 

worried customers will engage in undesirable uses (which should be insulting to customers). They 

demand that government stay out of their business.  (We demand that government prevent 

monopolies)  

C&H Industrial: They reference a letter from Dr. Hoy of the Nebraska Tractor Test Lab stating that 

liability protection is missing (probably because it is not changed by LB67) C&H insists the industry 

wants to do the right thing for consumers without government in the way. (No one is stopping 

them.)  

AT&T: The former Lt Gov, now a lobbyist, complained that the bill is very broad (yup) and requires all 

“codes” to be released (not the case).  Students at UNL will not want to innovate in Nebraska 

since they will have to disclose everything (not the case). They offered a barely veiled threat that 

AT&T might cease doing business in Nebraska (nonsensical as AT&T is not an OEM and is not 

impacted by LB67).  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 


